Dr. Mrtyunjay Mahapatra, DGM, IMD conferred the Satyasai Samman-2019 at Indian Climate Congress

The 11th Indian Climate Congress Seminar was organized by Satyasai Charitable and Education Trust at Odisha University of Technology on Climate Change and World Peace during 27 -29 December 2019.

Dr. Mrtyunjay Mahapatra, Director General of Meteorology, India Meteorological Department (IMD), Ministry of Earth Sciences, Government of India is honored with Satyasai Samman-2019, the highest Indian Climate Congress award an honorary scholar of Indian Climate Congress during the felicitation ceremony. He delivered the invited talk as a guest speaker during the seminar highlighting the impact of climate change in recent years.

Dr. Mrtyunjay Mohapatra, DGM, IMD receiving Satyasai Samman-2019 and delivering the Invited talk as Chief Speaker during the Valedictory Session on the them "Panch Mahabhuta & World Peace on 29th December, 2019
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